Introduction
============

Potential energy surfaces dictate molecular and chemical dynamics. For chemical reactions on the electronic ground state potential, transition state theory usually provides a strong foundation for understanding chemical reactivity because intra-well equilibration precedes chemical reaction and reactive trajectories proceed along adiabatic trajectories through the transition state with minimal damping.[@cit1]--[@cit3] Chemical reactions on electronic excited state potentials differ fundamentally from those on the electronic ground state potential. Reactions can proceed faster than excited state equilibration and reaction dynamics often depend critically on the location of intersections between potential energy surfaces (PES) where non-adiabatic effects govern the transition probabilities between distinct electronic state potential energy surfaces.[@cit4]--[@cit7] These points of intersection can be seen as the analog of the transition state for electronic excited state chemical reactions and understanding the reaction mechanism of electronic excited states entails identifying the location of these intersections.

Robustly identifying the location of intersections and weakly avoided crossings that control the relaxation dynamics of electronic excited states has long been a goal and challenge of ultrafast photochemical studies.[@cit7]--[@cit9] Landmark studies by Zewail and co-workers on the photodissociation of NaI[@cit8],[@cit10] and Fleming and co-workers on the photodissociation of I~2~ in solution[@cit11] demonstrated the ability of femtosecond spectroscopy in the visible and UV to identify the diatomic bond length where population transfer between distinct electronic states occurred. The extension of these methods to more complex photochemical reaction mechanisms and molecular systems has been widely successful, but the extraction of quantitative information about excited state reactive trajectories has proven much more challenging. Addressing this challenge requires the development of more direct and differentiated probes of electronic and nuclear dynamics. With the advent of ultrafast X-ray laser sources,[@cit12] for which the time-resolution of solution-state experiments was recently pushed below 30 femtoseconds,[@cit13] powerful X-ray scattering and spectroscopy tools for characterizing steady state nuclear and electronic structure can now be extended to measure ultrafast electronic transitions and nuclear dynamics.[@cit13]--[@cit22]

This work uses simultaneous Fe 3p--1s (Kβ) X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) and X-ray diffuse scattering (XDS) measurements ([Fig. 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), first demonstrated by Canton *et al.*,[@cit20] to quantify the electronic excited state trajectories of \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^. For 3d transition metal centered molecular systems, time-resolved Kβ XES accesses the electronic spin moment on the metal center[@cit1],[@cit23],[@cit24] and time-resolved XDS accesses the dominant changes in intramolecular nuclear structure around the metal center,[@cit2],[@cit3],[@cit25],[@cit26] respectively. Fits of the XES and XDS data enable explicit quantification of electronic and structural degrees of freedom. Fitting the dynamics of these quantified parameters makes it possible to retrieve unambiguous mechanistic information on the ensemble of electronic excited state trajectories. By optimizing a model-description for the excited state relaxation on multiple potential energy surfaces, against the quantified electronic and structural parameters, it becomes possible to identify the dominant trajectory followed during electronic excited state relaxation and the relevant loci of intersections between electronic states from the experimental results. If the excited state cascade transitions between two surfaces more than once with different loci of intersection, these start revealing the seam of intersection in multidimensional reaction coordinate space.

![The \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ complex under investigation, Fe (red), N (blue), C (grey), H not shown (A), its most important ground and excited state potential energies as a function of Fe--N bond length (B) from Sousa *et al.*[@cit35] and the experimental setup (C).](c8sc04023k-f1){#fig1}

To showcase this methodology, we have characterized the ensemble of electronic excited state trajectories and quantified key parameters for the excited state potential energy surfaces governing the photo-induced spin crossover process in the prototypical Fe([ii]{.smallcaps}) low-spin complex \[Fe(2,2′-bipyridine)~3~\]^2+^ (\[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^). Photo-induced spin crossover in \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ provides a system well-suited to demonstrating the power of this experimental approach. Photo-excitation of the singlet ground state of \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ generates a singlet metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (^1^MLCT) that undergoes intersystem crossing to the ^3^MLCT state in 20 fs.[@cit27] This ^3^MLCT then relaxes to a high spin metal centered quintet state (^5^MC) within 200 fs ([@cit4]) and coherently excites the Fe--N symmetric stretching mode of the ^5^MC state.[@cit11],[@cit13] What remains under dispute is the mechanism for transforming the MLCT excitation into the high spin ^5^MC state, as demonstrated by the different, and incompatible, models used in the interpretation of three recent experimental investigations.[@cit13],[@cit15],[@cit31] Theoretical calculations have assisted in assessing the viability of alternative relaxation mechanisms.[@cit32]--[@cit36] Initial studies concluded that a sequential relaxation mechanism involving a ^3^MC should dominate,[@cit35] but more recent studies indicate direct ^3^MLCT relaxation to the ^5^MC excited state may compete with the sequential mechanism.[@cit32],[@cit33] The sensitivity of the second-order spin--orbit coupling magnitude to the specific geometry of the \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ in the ^3^MLCT excited state found by Sousa and co-workers[@cit32],[@cit33] demonstrates the need for direct dynamics simulations to theoretically determine the relative importance of the direct and sequential mechanisms. Experimentally, we have chosen to determine the relative importance of these alternative mechanisms for photo-induced spin crossover by combining XES and XDS measurements. From this study we conclude the sequential mechanism dominates. More importantly, we demonstrate the ability of simultaneous XES and XDS measurements to map reactive trajectories in transition metal complexes and identify the Fe--N bond lengths that form a seam of crossings between the ^3^MC and ^5^MC states.

Results and discussion
======================

For the combined X-ray Emission Spectroscopy (XES) and X-ray Diffuse Scattering (XDS) experiment, we implemented parallel detection of the XES and XDS signal at the X-ray pump--probe (XPP) end station of the Linear Coherent Light Source (LCLS). A schematic of the setup is presented in [Fig. 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The parallel implementation of XES and XDS ensures that the experimental parameters such as time-zero (*t*~0~), instrument response function (*σ*~IRF~) and excitation fraction (*α*) are identical for the data measured for the two techniques. Having identical experimental parameters facilitate parallel modeling of the data from the two techniques, allowing us to include both electronic configuration and nuclear structure in our model of the excited state relaxation. Additionally, we have separated the XDS signal into isotropic and anisotropic difference scattering components.[@cit37] Due to the quasi-octahedral symmetry of the \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ system, we expect neither the solute structural dynamics nor the solvation dynamics associated with photo-induced spin crossover to exhibit anisotropy with respect to the polarization of the excitation pulses. Indeed, we show that the anisotropic XDS signal can be described solely from the nuclear-coordinate impulse-response of the water solvent molecules in the pump laser field. This solvent impulse-response allows us to explicitly determine the time-zero of the experiment and the instrument response function[@cit16] as described in the ESI.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}

In the present experiment, a 75 mM aqueous solution of \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ was pumped through a 30 μm diameter nozzle producing a cylindrical liquid jet. The sample was excited with 400 nm optical laser pulses with a 120 μm focal diameter (FWHM), and 12.5 μJ per pulse energy, delivering a pulse fluence of 85 mJ cm^--2^, predominantly within the linear absorption regime of \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^,[@cit13],[@cit38],[@cit39] and before the onset of multiphoton absorption of the water solvent, as discussed in ESI Note 10.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} The sample was probed by 8.5 keV X-ray laser pulses of 10 μm focal diameter. The Fe 3p--1s (Kβ) fluorescence XES signal was detected on a 140k Cornell-SLAC Pixel Array Detector (CSPAD) located above the liquid jet using four dispersive Ge(620) crystal analyzers with a central Bragg angle of 79.1 degrees. The diffuse X-ray scattering was recorded on an area detector located behind the sample. The relative timing between optical laser pump and X-ray laser probe pulses was measured for each pump--probe event through optical detection of X-ray generated carriers in a Si~3~N~4~ thin film located before the liquid jet. X-ray and optical laser pulse lengths were estimated as 30 fs and 45 fs, respectively.[@cit40]

The full 2D images of the XES and XDS detectors were read out for each pump--probe event, these images were normalized and corrected,[@cit41] and an unpumped reference signal was subtracted.[@cit25] The XDS difference images were decomposed into isotropic and anisotropic difference scattering curves (S~0~ and S~2~) according to the zeroth and second order Legendre polynomials as described by Biasin *et al.*[@cit37] We used the anisotropic S~2~ XDS signal to identify time zero and the instrument response function, *t*~0~ = 0 ± 10 fs and *σ*~IRF~ = 27 ± 7 fs rms or 64 ± 7 fs FWHM, as described in the ESI.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} The isotropic XDS signal (S~0~) was used for determining the structural dynamics.

The difference images of each pump/probe event were then sorted into ∼430 individual 2.5 fs time bins according to their time stamp and averaged. The resultant XES and isotropic XDS signals are shown in [Fig. 2A and B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. All XDS data are scaled to one liquid unit cell,[@cit25] and all XES spectra are scaled such that the integral of the Kβ emission line is 1 keV.

![The time-resolved difference XES (A) and XDS (B) signals generated by photoexcitation of \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ at 400 nm.](c8sc04023k-f2){#fig2}

XES
---

We describe the XES signal of excited states of \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ using ground state spectra of Fe-centered complexes with identical charge- and spin-state multiplicities. By selecting reference compounds with ligand bond covalency similar to \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^, good agreement between the reference spectra and the measured data is expected.[@cit15],[@cit24],[@cit42] The relevant reference difference spectra of the excited states are constructed by subtracting the ground state spectrum of \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ from these reference signals. The reference difference spectra of the MLCT, ^3^MC, and ^5^MC states are shown in [Fig. 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

![Fit of the transient XES signal by model described in text. XES data recorded at selected time delays (colored curves) and model fit (grey curves) (A). Reference difference curves used to fit the data (B). The model spectra are constructed from ground-state iron complexes with different spin moments; singlet: \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^, doublet: \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^3+^, triplet: iron([ii]{.smallcaps})phthalocyanine, quartet: iron([iii]{.smallcaps}) phthalocyanine, and quintet \[Fe(phenanthroline)~2~(NCS)~2~\]. Data, fit and fit components for the 150 fs time-delay data (C).](c8sc04023k-f3){#fig3}

We used the XES signal to quantify the excitation fraction, and subsequently, to determine the evolution of the excited electronic states. The excitation fraction, defined as the total fraction of \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ in any of the excited states (*α*(*t*) = *α*(*t*)~MLCT~ + *α*(*t*)~^3^MC~ + *α*(*t*)~^5^MC~) was determined by scaling the ^5^MC reference difference signal to the difference data recorded at times \>800 fs, assuming complete conversion to the quintet state (*α*(800 fs) = *α*(800 fs)~^5^MC~), providing a total excitation fraction of 42%. Combining *t*~0~ and *σ*~IRF~ with the known unitary quantum yield for ^5^MC state formation, the excitation fraction can be determined as a function of time. We used the transient excitation fraction extracted from XES analysis to constrain the analysis of the isotropic XDS data.

The difference XES signal at each time delay, Δ*I*(*E*,*t*), was then fitted by a sum of the MLCT, ^3^MC, and ^5^MC reference difference spectra (Δ*I*(*E*)~MLCT~, Δ*I*(*E*)~^3^MC~, Δ*I*(*E*)~^5^MC~, respectively) such that,where the fraction of excited states were fitted while constrained to the known total excitation fraction.

Finally, we imposed the constraint that the MLCT state population decays exponentially, as seen clearly in the studies of Lemke *et al.*, Auböck *et al.*, and all previous ultrafast studies.[@cit13],[@cit15],[@cit27]--[@cit29],[@cit31] By applying this exponential decay constraint to the MLCT decay, the MLCT and ^3^MC state populations are robustly differentiated, as described in the ESI.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Convolution with the known time-zero and IRF results in the following expression for the transient population of MLCT states:

The MLCT lifetime (*τ*~MLCT~) returning the lowest residual in the excited state extraction is 110 ± 11 fs, similar to the 120 ± 10 fs lifetime extracted from the most recent XANES study.[@cit13][Fig. 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the fit of the full model to the data at selected time delays. The reference difference spectra are shown in [Fig. 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and the full fit of the three components to the difference signal recorded at 150 fs time delay is shown in [Fig. 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The excited state distribution for all recorded time delays is presented in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} (colored circles).

XDS
---

The XDS signal Δ*S*(*Q*,*t*), arises from all structural dynamics induced by the excitation event. In the standard analysis formalism,[@cit25],[@cit43] the isotropic XDS signal is modeled as a sum of three contributions arising from changes in solute structure, changes in solvation cage structure, and changes in the bulk solvent structure:

Each of these contributions can be further separated into specific molecular structural distortions and solvation processes. The XDS signal is analyzed by simulating the contribution from each of these contributions and comparing the sum of these to experiment.

As discussed by Haldrup *et al.*,[@cit19],[@cit44] the XDS signal from \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ on sub-nanosecond time scales can be described using three main components. (1) A single solute component for the structural dynamics quantifying a symmetric expansion of the Fe--N bond lengths Δ*S*~*d*(Fe--N)~(*Q*,*t*). (2) A solvation cage component describing the change in the solute--solvent cross correlation induced by the structural difference between low- and high-spin \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ Δ*S*~cage~(*Q*) multiplied by a time-dependent scaling factor, *β*(*t*), that represents the time required for the solvent cage to equilibrate to \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ in the ^5^MC excited state. (3) A component from a transient increase in the thermal energy of the solvent Δ*T*(*t*) following transfer of excess excitation energy from \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^, modelled by the difference scattering signal from a bulk solvent temperature increase Δ*S*~*T*~(*Q*). In this previous work on \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ it was found that the fit quality was improved if a transient density increase Δ*ρ*(*t*), modeled by the difference signal of increased bulk solvent density Δ*S*~*ρ*~(*Q*), was included as well. Density changes normally arise from thermal expansion on 10--100 ns time scales, but for \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ a fast increase in solvent density has previously been observed[@cit19] and assigned to an expulsion of water molecules from the solvent cage into the bulk solvent as predicted from simulations.[@cit45] However, recent computational studies[@cit46] suggest a reinterpretation of the difference signal contribution previously interpreted as arising from a density change as discussed in the ESI.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Critical to the current study, the extracted time dependent Fe--N bond length does not depend upon the inclusion, or exclusion, of the density term.

As Δ*S*~*d*(Fe--N)~(*Q*,*t*) and Δ*S*~cage~(*Q*) depend linearly on the excitation fraction (*α*(*t*)) the final expression used to model the difference scattering signal becomes,

We calculate the solute contribution to the XDS signal, Δ*S*~*d*(Fe--N)~(*Q*,*t*), from the DFT-optimized molecular structures of \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ in the lowest energy singlet electronic state by linearly interpolating the Fe--N bond distances in steps of 0.001 Å by moving the bipyridine ligands with respect to the Fe center such that all Fe--N distances and N--Fe--N bond angles remain equal. We do not use optimized structures for each symmetric Fe--N bond length because not all molecular coordinates will remain in equilibrium with the underdamped symmetric Fe--N bond oscillations and the subtle changes in ligand bonding that occur between the low- and high-spin states do not measurably change the intramolecular structure factor. The solute difference scattering signal is calculated for each structural configuration (each Fe--N bond length) using the Debye equation,[@cit25] followed by subtraction of the scattering signal calculated for the ground state. The cage signal Δ*S*~cage~(*Q*,*t*), is identical to the one used by Haldrup *et al.*[@cit19] and calculated from the solute--solvent radial distribution function (RDF) generated from equilibrated MD trajectories of the GS and ^5^MC states in aqueous solution.[@cit47] This model of the cage signal does not account for the solvent reorganization that will occur in response to MLCT excitation. This may explain, in part, the discrepancies between the model and the XDS experiment during the first 150 fs. We treat the time dependent transition in the solvation cage as the time dependent scaling, *β*(*t*), of the difference signal created by the subtraction of the solvation cage for the low- and high-spin equilibrated cage signals. This conforms to the widely observed trend in time resolved XDS measurements that fractional changes in intermolecular distances of up to 10% appear as changes in a *Q*-independent amplitude.[@cit48] The density and temperature components Δ*S*~*ρ*~(*Q*) and Δ*S*~*T*~(*Q*), are taken from reference measurements (; <https://sites.google.com/site/trwaxs/home/TRWAXS-data>).[@cit49] As such, the difference scattering signal from each time delay is fit with the Fe--N bond length distance (*d*~Fe--N~), the cage response amplitude *β*(*t*), Δ*T*(*t*) and Δ*ρ*(*t*) as free parameters, with *α*(*t*) determined from the XES analysis described above.

The difference scattering signal and corresponding fit is shown for selected time delays in [Fig. 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The four difference scattering components used to fit the data are shown in [Fig. 4B--E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig. 4F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the difference scattering signal at 150 fs (gray circles), the full fit of the model (cyan curve) and the contribution from each component of the fit (black, magenta, red and blue). The time dependent Fe--N bond length dynamics (mapped by the Fe--N distance) are shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and the time evolution of all parameters are shown in the ESI.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} The time dependent Fe--N bond length dynamics display clear oscillations for *t* \< 1 ps, which are fitted in the ESI.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} From the fit, we retrieve a period for the Fe--N oscillations of 235 ± 14 fs matching the 236 fs Fe--N stretch oscillation observed in both TA and XANES experiments,[@cit13],[@cit31] a dephasing lifetime of 340 ± 80 fs matching the XANES experiments,[@cit13] and we retrieve a lifetime for the vibrational cooling of 1.4 ± 0.3 ps, similar to the 1.6 ± 0.1 ps lifetime of vibrational cooling retrieved from the XANES experiments.[@cit13] Additionally, the time dependent bond length extracted from the XDS measurement has an asymptotic change in the Fe--N bond length of 0.2 Å, as shown in ESI Fig. S2,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} equal to that seen previously with ultrafast XANES measurements.[@cit13],[@cit50]

![Extracting the excited state structural dynamics from XDS measurements. XDS data (colored curves) and fit (grey curves) at selected time delays (A). Examples of the difference scattering components used to describe the XDS signal, the solute signal (B) is shown for a 0.2 Å bond-length expansion at an excitation fraction of 1, the cage term (C) is shown for the solvation change between ground state and quintet excited state for an excitation fraction of 1, and the solvent signals are shown for a 1 kg m^--3^ density (D) and 1 K temperature (E) increase respectively. Data, fit and fit components for the 150 fs time-delay data (F).](c8sc04023k-f4){#fig4}

![Excited state electronic dynamics extracted from the XES and dynamics of the Fe--N bond length distance extracted from XDS.](c8sc04023k-f5){#fig5}

Excited state relaxation dynamics
---------------------------------

The excited state populations and average Fe--N bond length dynamics of \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ extracted from the combined XES and XDS experiment are summarized in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.

The improvement in XES data quality and time resolution compared to our previous measurements demonstrate that the ^3^MC → ^5^MC transition is governed by non-exponential dynamics. This is readily visible from the plateau in the ^3^MC population at time delays between 200 fs and 350 fs, concurrent with a shoulder in the ^5^MC population, which can be seen directly from the recorded XES difference data (Fig. S5[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Note the small population of the ^3^MC state beyond 400 fs does not exceed the uncertainty in the analysis and likely reflects the limitations of the model spectra used in the analysis. The XES clearly shows a recurrence in the ^3^MC population coincident with the vibrational wave packet on the ^5^MC PES, tracked by the XDS, arriving at the inner turning point at roughly 350 fs. This demonstrates that the evolution of the ^3^MC state and the ^5^MC state populations formed from the MLCT relaxation depend directly on the underdamped oscillation along the Fe--N symmetric stretching coordinate. This leads to both forward and back transfer of population between the ^3^MC and ^5^MC states occurring over a narrow range of Fe--N bond lengths. A model description of such excited state dynamics, with a strong interplay between excited state electronic and structural dynamics, can be achieved by describing the dynamics directly on one-dimensional potential energy curves for the MLCT, ^3^MC, and ^5^MC electronic excited states (see [Fig. 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Fitting the excited state electronic kinetics with exponential or ballistic transport through the ^3^MC state. The transit of the excited state cascade through the ^3^MC state has been fitted with (A) an exponential lifetime of the ^3^MC state, and (B) a wait time for the ^3^MC → ^5^MC transition (following the MLCT → ^3^MC transition). The model used in (B) describes a situation where the ^3^MC → ^5^MC transition happens in a very narrow range on the optimized PES used in the model and illustrated by the black arrow in (C), with the best fit returning a 58 fs wait time.](c8sc04023k-f6){#fig6}

Within this one-dimensional Fe--N symmetric bond length description of motion on multiple PES, the molecules transitioning into the ^3^MC from the MLCT state see a very steep gradient along the Fe--N bond length coordinate. The gradient generates a ballistic bond expansion bringing the system towards the intersection between the ^3^MC and ^5^MC excited states where transitions to the ^5^MC state occur with a very high probability. The simplest way to implement a model with such a structure-dependent transition probability is to describe the ^3^MC → ^5^MC transition of each molecule as a unitary probability transition that occurs after a fixed 'wait time' following the initial MLCT → ^3^MC transition. This would correspond to each molecular trajectory undergoing ^3^MC → ^5^MC transition with unitary probability near a well-defined Fe--N symmetric bond length on the ^3^MC potential energy surface as indicated by the black arrow in [Fig. 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig. 6A and B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} show the best fits to the initial electronic state kinetics within the first 200 fs with the ^3^MC → ^5^MC transition being assigned either an exponential decay ([Fig. 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) or a wait time following the MLCT → ^3^MC transition ([Fig. 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). For the exponential dynamics, we obtain the best fit with a 72 fs ^3^MC lifetime, and for the ballistic dynamics we obtain the best fit for a ^3^MC residence time of 58 fs. As seen from [Fig. 6A and B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, the model describing the transition by a wait time better matches both the amplitude of the ^3^MC maximum, the onset of the ^5^MC population growth, and the shape of the ^3^MC decay. Including a direct transition between the MLCT and ^5^MC states in the model do not improve the fit, indicating that nearly all of the excited state ensemble passes through the ^3^MC state on the way to the ^5^MC excited state.

A 58 fs residence time on the ^3^MC potential energy surface is slightly shorter than a quarter period of the coherent oscillations on the ^5^MC PES. The period of oscillations on the ^3^MC surface are expected to be in between the 230 fs and 265 fs identified for the breathing modes of the GS and ^5^MC states respectively.[@cit13],[@cit35] Therefore, a wait time of 58 fs indicates that the excited state ^3^MC → ^5^MC transition occurs over a narrow range of Fe--N symmetric stretch bond lengths near the minimum of the ^3^MC potential.

This analysis also resolves the apparent contradiction between previous studies[@cit13],[@cit15],[@cit31] of the photo-induced spin crossover dynamics of \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^. XES robustly observes the presence of the ^3^MC transient, but does not characterize the Fe--N bond length expansion. By simultaneously measuring the spin state dynamics with XES and Fe--N bond length dynamics with XDS, we have the necessary electronic state and nuclear dynamics constraints needed to confirm the presence of a ^3^MC transient and the ballistic expansion of the Fe--N symmetric bond length seen with XANES and optical transient absorption measurements. The factor of two difference between the MLCT lifetime measured in this study compared to that of Auböck and Chergui warrants comment.[@cit31] Auböck and Chergui use the 50 fs phase shift in the Fe--N symmetric stretching oscillation to indicate the time scale for MLCT excited state decay. In the present study a similar phase shift is observed in the XDS, but the ultrafast XES provides a clear signature for the MLCT excited state and indicates that the phase of the vibration provides a less robust method for determining the MLCT decay time.

Excited state modeling
----------------------

The success of the coarse grained model description of photo-induced spin crossover dynamics shown in [Fig. 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} indicates that the experimental correlation between electronic state and nuclear structural dynamics provides direct access to a one-dimensional projection of the excited state relaxation dynamics on the ^3^MC and ^5^MC potential energy surfaces onto the Fe--N symmetric stretching vibrational coordinate. In order to account for ^5^MC → ^3^MC back transfer, we require a model for the excited state cascade that simultaneously describes both electronic and structural dynamics. In the following section, we will describe the results obtained by directly modeling the dynamics of the excited state relaxation on the calculated potential energy surfaces of the system and quantitatively optimizing this model description against the recorded excited state dynamics.

Our model framework for the excited state relaxation builds on the model established to describe ultrafast XANES[@cit13] measurements of \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ and the calculated PES of Sousa *et al.*[@cit35] A detailed description of the model can be found in ESI Note 8.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} The model describes both the electronic transitions extracted from the fit of the XES data, and the Fe--N bond-length distance dynamics extracted from the XDS data. The model returns the simulated electronic and structural dynamics of an ensemble of 10^5^ molecules each having a well-defined Fe--N distance and electronic state for each time delay. The Fe--N distance of each molecule is propagated classically on the excited state potential energy surface on which they reside (experiencing a force given by the slope of the PES). The XANES measurements of Lemke *et al.*[@cit13] provide a handle on the width of Fe--N bond length distribution, a parameter that cannot be readily extracted from XDS data. We have therefore used the structural distribution of the MLCT state, as well as the dephasing, dampening, and thermostat terms presented by Lemke *et al.* to describe the solvent collisions and intramolecular vibrational redistribution processes. The simulation is initialized at time-zero, with all excited state systems being moved to the MLCT surface. From the MLCT surface, each system has a time-independent transition probability to the ^3^MC surface, such that the MLCT ensemble decays with the 110 fs exponential lifetime identified in the XES experiments. The systems are then propagated classically on the ^3^MC potential energy surface, until they reach a Fe--N distance defining the intersection point between the ^3^MC and ^5^MC surfaces. At the point of intersection, the system trajectories are shifted to the ^5^MC surface with a given transition probability, and are then propagated on the resultant PES. After reaching the outer turning point of the ^5^MC potential, the trajectories can revisit the ^5^MC/^3^MC intersection at which they have a probability of transitioning back to the ^3^MC potential. The simulation explicitly quantifies the excited electronic state and the Fe--N bond length of each molecule and reproduces the experimental observables from an ensemble average of simulated trajectories. The model description provided by the simulation can therefore be quantitatively compared to the experimental results and incorporated into a *χ*^2^ analysis that allow us to optimize the shape and position of the potential energy surfaces directly against the data.

The model has nine parameters. Three parameters, *t*~0~, *σ*~IRF~, and *τ*~MLCT~, are determined by alternative analyses and fixed in the simulation. We use the Fe--N bond-length distribution in the MLCT state and vibrational cooling dynamics extracted from the XANES analysis presented by Lemke *et al.*[@cit13] due to the higher sensitivity of XANES, than XDS, to the Fe--N bond length distribution. We explicitly extract the final four parameters directly from the simulation: the location of the initial ^3^MC → ^5^MC intersection, the location of the back transfer ^3^MC → ^5^MC intersection, the transition probability between the ^3^MC and ^5^MC excited states at these intersections, and a scaling parameter for the shape of the potential energy surfaces.

Two of the optimized parameters, the transition probability and the curvature scaling of the Fe--N stretching potential, can be optimized independently from the remaining parameters. The best fits are achieved with a transition probability of 1, with the quality of the fit becoming significantly worse for transition probabilities below 0.8. The curvature of the Fe--N symmetric stretching potential energy surfaces calculated by Sousa *et al.*[@cit35] have to be reduced by a factor of 0.89 ± 0.05 to match the observed oscillation frequency in the ^5^MC electronic state. The best description of the data is provided when the initial ^3^MC → ^5^MC intersection occurs near the ^3^MC potential energy minimum 2.05 ± 0.01 Å, whereas the subsequent ^5^MC → ^3^MC back transfer occurs very close to the calculated intersection for isotropic bond length changes at 1.98 ± 0.02 Å. The simulated dynamics for this model, which provides the best description of the experimental dynamics, is compared to the experimental dynamics in [Fig. 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig. 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the experimentally optimized potential energy surfaces and the points of intersection between the ^3^MC and ^5^MC states projected onto the Fe--N symmetric bond length. The resulting Fe--N bond length distribution can be seen in [Fig. 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. With this parametrization, the mean residence time for the initial passage through the ^3^MC state is 55 fs, matching well with the 58 fs derived with the waiting time model fit to the XES data.

![Simulating the experimentally determined excited state dynamics. Using the potential energy surfaces in [Fig. 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and the modelling described in the text, an accurate fit (dashed lines) of the excited state population dynamics extracted from the XES measurement (circles) and Fe--N ensemble average bond length (line) has been achieved (A). The distribution of Fe--N distances and the electronic state occupied by the simulated excited state ensemble are shown in (B).](c8sc04023k-f7){#fig7}

The results of the model in [Fig. 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} show that both the electronic and the structural dynamics of the system can be modeled by optimization of four free parameters, with two of these being uncorrelated with the others. Inspection of the best fit and the experimental populations shows that the model shows faster population transfer from the ^3^MC to the ^5^MC state, though not significantly outside the uncertainty in the measurement. This may indicate that the transitions between ^3^MC and ^5^MC occur over a narrow range of Fe--N bond lengths, rather than a single bond length. This would be expected, but the experimental measurement does not warrant a more complex model than the one utilized. Moving beyond the level of detail we present here would require robust theoretical support.

The different location for the intersection between the ^3^MC and ^5^MC states for the forward (^3^MC → ^5^MC) and back (^5^MC → ^3^MC) reactions represents the most significant finding of the analysis of the experimental data. This could not occur if only one vibrational degree of freedom and one ^3^MC state participated in the transition between the ^3^MC and ^5^MC excited states. As shown in [Fig. 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, both a ^3^T~1~ and ^3^T~2~ electronic state could participate in the photo-induced spin crossover and these distinct triplet states intersect with the ^5^T~2~ state at different Fe--N bond lengths. Constraining the dynamics to one dimensional curves shown in [Fig. 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, a circumstance where the back transfer occurred for a shorter Fe--N bond length than the forward transfer cannot be easily rationalized. The inability of one-dimensional surfaces to describe the relevant dynamics provides a more likely explanation, highlighting the broader significance of understanding multidimensional potential energy surface properties for understanding ultrafast dynamics processes.[@cit51] Most critically, the ^3^MC state will have a single electron in a 3d-dominated e~g~ orbital making the molecule pseudo-Jahn--Teller active. When molecules propagate on the ^3^MC PES, they will experience a tetragonal distortion gradient in addition to the Fe--N bond expansion gradient. This should be contrasted with the ^5^MC state which has a near octahedral coordination sphere with no tetragonal distortion. Consequently, the initial ^3^MC → ^5^MC transition should occur along a trajectory involving Fe--N bond expansion and tetragonal Fe--N bond distortion, while the ^5^MC → ^3^MC back transfer will involve trajectories dominated by oscillations in the Fe--N symmetric bond length. A schematic representation of these dynamics and how they could lead to distinct points of intersection for the forward and back reactions can be found in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. Ambiguity remains because we observe the projection of trajectories on the multi-dimension potential energy surfaces onto the symmetric Fe--N stretching coordinate; we do not directly resolve any other intramolecular structural degrees of freedom.

![Schematic of the excited state trajectory of \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ through its excited state potential energy landscape. Colored surfaces are the potential energy surfaces of the MLCT (red), ^3^MC (green), and ^5^MC (blue) drawn around the calculated minimum positions seen from two different angles, note than the ^3^MC and ^5^MC potential energy surfaces are only drawn where they are the lowest lying surface. The black line represents the initial part of a trajectory through the potential energy landscape for an \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^ system undergoing back-transfer onto the ^3^MC potential energy surface.](c8sc04023k-f8){#fig8}

Closing remarks
===============

We have shown that robust analysis of simultaneously recorded X-ray diffuse scattering and X-ray emission spectroscopy enables the electronic and nuclear trajectory of electronic excited states on multiple potential energy surfaces to be extracted from measurement. The method has been used to provide a clear mechanistic picture for light-induced spin crossover in \[Fe(bpy)~3~\]^2+^. We conclude that the dominant trajectory involves transit through a ^3^MC state, and that the light-induced spin crossover occurs as a cascade of single-electron transitions strongly coupled to large-scale structural dynamics along the metal--ligand stretch reaction coordinate. Transitions between the MC states occur through points of intersection with near unity transition probability, clearly visible as non-exponential dynamics exemplified by the observation that a subset of the excited states revisit the ^3^MC state at the first inner turning point of the activated metal--ligand stretch vibration. Using a model to simultaneously fit both electronic state and nuclear structural dynamics provides quantification of the loci of intersections between the metal-centered excited state potential energy surfaces. The quantification reveals a small but significant difference in the position of intersections along the metal--ligand stretch reaction coordinate for the forward ^3^MC → ^5^MC reaction and the back ^5^MC → ^3^MC reaction. This may result from the expected tetragonal distortion of the Fe--N bonds on the ^3^MC potential, illustrating that intersystem crossing and internal conversion happens along a seam between the potential energy surfaces spanned by the Fe--N stretch coordinate, and the Fe--N tetragonal distortion coordinate.

The intersections and seams between the excited state potential energy surfaces govern electronic excited state reaction mechanisms in analogy with the transition state for electronic ground state reaction mechanisms. Robust parametrization of such intersections and seams has long been a key objective for ultrafast studies of chemical dynamics and these measurements demonstrate the clear value of joint ultrafast X-ray spectroscopy and diffuse scattering measurements for characterizing the complex reaction dynamics of electronically excited 3d transition metal complexes in solution, particularly when these dynamics involve changes in the charge and spin state of the metal-center strongly coupled to changes in the metal--ligand bond lengths, ligand number, and symmetry. These measurements may also assist the development of quantum dynamics simulations for 3d transition metal systems, which in turn will be critical to developing a deeper understanding of the molecular properties that control the excited state dynamics of these complexes.
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